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Stresses the importance
that the fast-paced
millennial generation
needs a product that can
withstand their
constantly moving
lifestyle.

Wants a healthy and
fulfilling snack to fit into
their busy lifestyle. Cares
about their work, family
and friends.

Client Consumer
Culture Competition

As one ages,
the more they get caught up
in activities and a busy
lifestyle. The culture today
has started to rely more on
quick snack and candy
boosters throughout the day.

Competitors are more
expensive than Bit-O-Honey
for a smaller quantity. They
do not add a little bit of bliss
in someone’s day like the
way Bit-O-Honey does.
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PROBLEM
Bit-O-Honey is not only a candy for older generations, it is a
classic candy seeking recognition from younger generations as
well. Younger consumers lead busy lives and are not aware that
Bit-O-Honey can be that little bit of bliss in their day.

INSIGHT
Bit-O-Honey provides a little bit of bliss to our hardworking
consumers that need breaks during their day to keep going and
continue to be productive. These consumers have kids and live
busy lives outside of work, so they are missing out on a classic
candy that never disappoints.

IDEA
Bit-O-Honey is that missing bit of bliss in your busy day
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•

•

•

•

Bit-O-Honey, owned by Pearson’s Candy, is a small candy that
consists of almond bits embedded in a honey-flavored taffy, which
makes for a long-chewing candy. The product can be generally
classified as candy but is partially categorized as taffy too. Bit-OHoney’s popularity is low when compared to other candies, in fact
when consumers were asked how many servings, they had eaten in
the last 30 days, the majority 8.92 million consumers, had not had
any.
In their current advertisements they make an emphasis on their
candy Bit-O-Honey bringing people together. They are advertising
towards families and trying to be a part of people gathering together
and having an enjoyable experience. They are trying to be thought of
as a product that is there in joyful moments.

Bit-O-Honey is most likely to be successful when marketed towards
adults because as one gets older, they start to pay more attention to
what they are putting into their bodies. They are looking for a sweet
candy that will satisfy their sweet tooth without feeling guilty.
Bit-O-Honey is a well-perceived brand, but it just doesn’t have a large
consumer profile. We’ve come to find out, with research, it’s easier
for larger candy companies to change or alter their product because
they have a large consumer profile. Being on the smaller size, Bit-OHoney has to capitalize on the consumers they have built over time.
However, they have made some changes to apply to their captive
audience such as converting to bite-size and modernizing the
wrapper and packaging to appeal to younger audiences.
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•

The product can be generally classified as candy, which is a large
category constantly growing, but is partially categorized as taffy
too. According to EWG’s food scores (based on nutrition,
ingredient, and processing concerns), on a scale of 1 to 10, Bit-OHoney has a 9.0 food score. A rating of 9.0 means that the candy
has a higher concern rating, but most other candies have an
equally high concern falling at 8, 9, or 10 (Meijer Bit O Honey
Candy). However, since it is a type of candy the rating does not
make it a huge concern for sales within its category.

•

According to Statista, Bit-O-Honey popularity in the US is a lot lower than other candies in
the industry. While candy brands continue expanding with new flavors and product
types, huge names like Reese’s, Kit Kat, and Snickers come out on top in terms of
consumer usage and sales within their category; Bit-O-Honey has significantly lower use
and purchase rates (U.S Population: Which Brands).
In fact, when consumers are asked how many servings of Bit-O-Honey they have had in
the past 30 days, the majority, 8.92 million consumers, have not had any (U.S.
Population: How Many Servings).

•
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A major trend that might be affecting BitO-Honey is bite-sized candy. A few years back,
Pearson’s realized their consumers really
enjoyed bite-size candy that’s individually
wrapped. However, it was not just Pearson’s
consumers, it was the whole population of candy
consumers. Parents felt they were giving their
kids less candy because of the smaller size, and
parents/adults themselves felt better about
sneaking a little candy here and there. Bit-OHoney already had a smaller individually
wrapped size, but Pearson’s gave it the name
“bite-size” (instead of “fun size” because of the
Mars legal debate with trademarking “fun size”).
They noticed with even the slightest packaging
change and adding the “bite-size” title to the
wrapper or container, their sales increased. Now,
they sell more “bit-size” pieces than they do
anything.
In today’s culture most consumers live busy
lifestyles whether it is picking up kids, dropping
them off, running their own business, trying to
stay healthy, or running for a promotion at work.
They need a product that they can have with
them anywhere they go - in the car, at their desk,
in the kitchen, etc. We have also noticed that our
today’s culture is all about flexibility and
adaptation. Forbes notes that the millennial
generation is always moving - either across the
country or just from their work to the school to
their house. Therefore, Bit-O-Honey is perfect for
them. It does not melt, it can provide a little
piece of bliss in their day, and it can stay in your
purse or your desk for months and taste just as
good as it was when you bought it.

As research shows, people today are becoming more
minimalistic, so they often go for simple color schemes and
packages when purchasing an item. According to an article
from Becoming Minimalist, “...modern minimalist designs
have entered our soul and made the idea of minimalism
plausible.” Minimalistic ideas have flooded the internet in the
last couple years.
Overall, Bit-O-Honey is a smaller brand of candy with a
smaller, more niche, target audience. They have not been
able to adapt to culture change as much as other brands
because 1) it might be impossible (i.e. sugar free, vegan, no
preservatives) or 2) they just do not have the consumer
profile like other brands do. However, Bit-O-Honey does
listen to their customers and are very willing to adapt in
whatever possible way they can.
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In its ads, Bit-O-Honey promotes how things can happen when
you have a bit of honey and a bit of peanut butter, and that when
purchasing Bit-O-Honey, you are tasting real honey and almond
bits blended deliciously into taffy with no artificial flavors. .

Reese’s is owned by Hershey. Their mission statement is, “At the Hershey Company,
we make chocolate brands that people love. Hershey’s mission statement, bringing
sweet moments of Hershey happiness to the world every day, summarizes our
company, our people, our past and future.” Hershey’s is looking to make a product
that is associated with happiness, while they look to build off their strong past and
continue to move forward in the future. According to Statista, Bit-O-Honey only has
5.63 million consumers, while a company like Reese’s has 46.75 million consumers.
Reese’s and Bit-O-Honey sell at a similar price, both equating to about $0.88 per
individual piece of candy.
Kit-Kat’s product is slightly smaller than Bit-O-Honey. Small Kit-Kat’s are 1.5 oz,
while a Bit-O-Honey is 1.7 oz. Where Bit-o-Honey can find an advantage is in the
price. Kit-Kat’s sell at roughly $1.00 per piece and Bit-O-Honey is much cheaper,
selling at $0.88. Kit-Kat’s original tagline was “have a break” because people would
break off the candy bar while eating it. This also is important in the message they
want associated with Kit-Kat that are also looking to incorporate with Bit-O-Honey.
They want Kit-Kat to provide people with an escape to happiness from their job or
whatever stress they have and see Kit-Kat has a time out of their day that they can
relax and enjoy.

Laffy Taffy has branded themselves as a lighthearted candy, putting jokes on their
wrappers. The candy stems from the movie character Willy Wonka, they want to
be associated with carefree fun and a laid-back mood. The jokes on the wrappers
are usually submitted by children, so they are opening up a great way to interact
with their customers. Laffy Taffy is owned by Nestle. Their mission statement,
“good food, good life” provides an insight into their want to provide joyful
moments with their products.
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Primary Research Rationale
We chose to conduct two methods of primary research. The first being observational research and the second
being a survey.
- Observational Research:
o We thought observational research would be the best because it would give us the best look at
people’s thought process about Bit-O-Honey coming from different demographics. We were able
to select multiple participants that all checked different demographic boxes, and this helped to
diversify our data.
- Survey
o We chose to use a survey because it gave us the best way to retrieve mass amounts of data in the
quickest time. We were able to get data from 96 participants to give us a good insight into the
consumer and their habits.

Summary & Insights of Primary Research
Observational Research Findings
Positives
- Box packaging easiest storage
- Easy to carry around
- Feels like you are not eating candy and
eating more of a snack
- Does not melt
- Great to keep in your car or purse
Negatives:
- Almond bits could be more ground up
- Packaging does not show almonds
- Avoids if not familiar

Survey Findings
We found that as the age started to increase, Bit-OHoney was more familiar and appeared higher on
the ranking chart.
There were additional comments left under the
survey, from people age 20, who said they had to
google Bit-O-Honey during the survey to know what
it was.
Whether one was active or inactive, lived a healthy
lifestyle or unhealthy lifestyle, it did not have an
effect on choosing Bit-O-Honey over competitors

Secondary Research Support
Through our research, we have found that it is easier for larger candy corporations to make changes to their
products and still keep their large customer base. For a smaller candy company, like Bit-O-Honey, in order to
keep up with their competition they have to capitalize on the steady client base they have and avoid losing that.
In order to do so, innovations to the candy need to be made and consistent adjustments with the packaging have
to be made in order to keep up with the current times. They need to have a close ear to their customer base in
order to be successful.
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About
•
•
•
•

25 to 35-year-old women
Full-time working professional
Healthy lifestyle, but has an occasional sweet tooth
2 children

Core Needs and Goals
•

Wakes up every day with the goal of seeing her children happy and
personally doing a good job at work

Pain points
•

Dianne has a big sweet tooth that she is always wanting to satisfy, but
does not want to sacrifice her clean diet,

Behaviors
•

•
•
•
•

Drops kids off at school and goes to work then picks them up after care,
so seldom has a break
Occasional sweet for her or her children
Does the shopping for her family
Active on social media
Goes to “girls’ night” often

Motivation
•

She is motivated by her work and her children. She is pleased when she
can provide for her family and make everyone happy. She enjoys seeing
others succeed
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Options:
#1: A “Bit”-O-Honey goes a long way
#2: Bit-O-Honey is the missing bit of bliss in your busy day.
• We chose option #2 because we felt like this message would
reach our consumers more efficiently. It’s not too broad, and
it’s also a catchy tongue-twister that will grab people’s
attention the longest. Option #1 was too broad, and we did not
think our target audience would react as well.
Research:
• From our survey and interviews, we have gathered that our
target audience needs a versatile candy that can withstand
their crazy schedule all while giving them the satisfaction of a
moment alone. Our consumers are running crazy lives and
always on the move; therefore, they need a trustworthy
product that won’t melt in their purse and last long enough to
give them more than just a split-second of bliss.
Communications Objectives:
• We want to drive the message that anyone can be provided
with a moment of bliss in their day by choosing Bit-O-Honey.
Our consumers should be able to identify our brand as a classic
and timeless candy that will not disappoint.
Strategy:
• This goal of our campaign is to make everyone realize that they
should take a minute out of their crazy lives and take time to
themselves. We understand that not every consumer has 3
kids and a wild work schedule, but everyone needs a break in
their day. However, we know that there are people out there,
specifically moms, who need 2 minutes to themself just to
enjoy a classic piece of candy.
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Reason for the brief:
The client is lacking a presence in the current candy market and needs to boost sales and
brand awareness.

Objective:
We want to increase the awareness of the product by 20%. We know we will have achieved
an increase in awareness. We see consumers that typically ate a variety of different candies
start to purchase and think of Bit-O-Honey when wanting a healthy sweet and pleasure
added to their daily life. We can find out this information by looking at reviews, surveys and
store sales.

Who are we talking to?
Younger audience group who are more active on social media and are sharing popular news
and stories. These people have an occasional sweet tooth and are probably on the go and
working full-time. This group may have the candy in their desk at work, in their purse, or a
bag in their cabinet at home. They are looking at brands that make their life easier and
satisfy their needs, like a quick treat to ease their craving during the workday.

Big Idea:
Bit-O-Honey is the missing bit of bliss in your busy day.

Why should they believe it?
This tiny treat, whether you enjoyed it as a kid or are having for the first time, is more filling than a
piece of gum and more guilt-free than a candy bar. Bit-O-Honey can be carried on the go, shared
with a friend, colleague, child, or just for you. While other candies leave you feeling overindulged or
covered in chocolate, Bit-O-Honey is a perfect piece of everything you need and without everything
you don’t, like messy fingers at work.

Tone of voice:
Should convey a light, happy, or nostalgic feeling and promotes the idea of bonding and
good times.

Mandatories/Considerations:
This candy is not suitable for those with nut allergies.
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In order to convey that Bit-O-Honey is a classic candy that provides a bit of
bliss in your day, we will be handing out free candy to our employees. They
will be able to enjoy the product firsthand, take a minute out of their day for a
mental break and continue to be productive. We will also put fliers on their
cars, so when they get home, their wife or spouse will take notice.
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We want the idea that using our product will provide a sense of bliss in
your hectic day. Like we have said, our consumers are always on the go and
thinking of what they have to do next. Most of these consumers happen to be
young mothers and adult millennials.
According to our research, these consumers frequently visit one
particular place per week (besides work or day care) - the grocery store. In
order to convey that Bit-O-Honey is a classic candy that provides a bit of bliss in
your day, we will be handing out free candy at grocery stores in more
populated areas. Grocery stores are the number one place our consumers visit,
often alone if they can. By doing this, we will reach our target audience in a
place where they can purchase our product.

1. Follow up with the participants we used to conduct our observational research.
We can provide them with samples of Bit-O-Honey and possibly show them
potential changes that will be made. The purpose of this is to see how the
consumer will react across different demographics and where there will be
benefits and where changes will need to be made.
2. Follow up with those we surveyed and send out a new post survey. This will be
able to give us data to compare how the changes that are made affect the
feelings and thoughts that people now have to Bit-O-Honey. It is important to
get as much data that we can use to compare to before and after, so we make
sure the changes that are made are only beneficial.
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Survey questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How often do you eat healthy?
Rank these candies in order of your preference (Bit-O-Honey, Laffy Taffy, Almond Joy, Reese, Kit
Kat)
Looking at the Bit-O-Honey package, how might you first think the candy would taste?
Have you ever tried Bit-O-Honey?
How often do you eat Bit-O-Honey?
How does Bit-O-Honey make you feel?
Did you eat Bit-O-Honey as a child?
Do you agree with the following statement: “Bit-O-Honey is a healthy alternative for a fulfilling
snack”?
How does Bit-O-Honey meet your expectations?
Would you recommend Bit-O-Honey to a friend?
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Competitor Ad Examples:

Client Ad Examples:

